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Abstract. This paper describes a comprehensive observa-

tional filter for satellite infrared limb sounding of gravity

waves. The filter considers instrument visibility and obser-

vation geometry with a high level of accuracy. It contains

four main processes: visibility filter, projection of the wave-

length on the tangent-point track, aliasing effect, and calcu-

lation of the observed vertical wavelength. The observation

geometries of the SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere us-

ing Broadband Emission Radiometry) and HIRDLS (High

Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder) are mimicked. Grav-

ity waves (GWs) simulated by coupling a convective GW

source (CGWS) scheme and the gravity wave regional or

global ray tracer (GROGRAT) are used as an example for

applying the observational filter. Simulated spectra in terms

of horizontal and vertical wave numbers (wavelengths) of

gravity wave momentum flux (GWMF) are analyzed under

the influence of the filter. We find that the most important

processes, which have significant influence on the spectrum

are the visibility filter (for both SABER and HIRDLS obser-

vation geometries) and aliasing for SABER and projection

on tangent-point track for HIRDLS. The vertical wavelength

distribution is mainly affected by the retrieval as part of the

“visibility filter” process. In addition, the short-horizontal-

scale spectrum may be projected for some cases into a longer

horizontal wavelength interval which originally was not pop-

ulated. The filter largely reduces GWMF values of very short

horizontal wavelength waves. The implications for interpret-

ing observed data are discussed.

1 Introduction

Gravity waves (GWs) play an important role in the dynamics

of the middle atmosphere (e.g., McLandress, 1998; McIn-

tyre, 1998; Kim et al., 2003; Alexander et al., 2010). Gener-

ated in the troposphere by various sources (e.g., orography,

convection, spontaneous adjustment of jet streams), GWs

propagate upwards with an increasing amplitude due to the

exponential air density decline. This amplitude increase con-

tinues until the amplitude saturation level is reached, where

GWs break, deposit momentum and accelerate or deceler-

ate the atmosphere background flow. This process strongly

depends on the refraction of the GWs by the background

wind field, thus forming a two-way interaction between mean

winds and GWs. Hence, GWs significantly affect the global

circulation and are the main driver of the quasi-biennial os-

cillation (QBO) (e.g., Dunkerton, 1997; Ern and Preusse,

2009; Alexander and Ortland, 2010; Evan et al., 2012; Ern

et al., 2014). In addition, gravity waves also play a key role

in wind reversals in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere

(Lindzen, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; Ern et al., 2013), and they

cause the cold summer mesopause (e.g., Björn, 1984). More-

over, GWs are widely accepted as the main driver of the sum-

mertime branch of the stratospheric Brewer–Dobson circula-

tion (Alexander and Rosenlof, 2003; Fritts and Alexander,

2003). Also, general circulation models predict an acceler-

ation of Brewer–Dobson circulation in a warming climate,

which is influenced by GWs (Garcia and Randel, 2008; Li

et al., 2008; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Butchart et al.,

2010).
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In most general circulation models (GCMs), in particular

those for climate runs, the effects of GWs are treated via pa-

rameterizations since GWs are small-scale processes and are

not resolved in these GCMs. These parameterizations, how-

ever, use some simplifying assumptions and have a number

of free tunable parameters (Fritts and Alexander, 2003). Ob-

servations are therefore important to validate these param-

eterizations. Several studies used observations to constrain

and to improve GW parameterizations (Ern et al., 2006;

Preusse et al., 2009a; Orr et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2009, 2012;

Geller et al., 2013). These studies, however, are limited in

using only absolutes values of gravity wave momentum flux

(GWMF), which have quite large uncertainties (Ern et al.,

2004). In order to quantify these uncertainties and in order to

capture the fact that a measured GWMF distribution, in gen-

eral, may deviate from the true one in the atmosphere, the

concept of the observational filter was introduced.

The importance of the observational filter was first pointed

out by Alexander (1998). In her work for the MLS (mi-

crowave limb sounder), rocket sounding, and radiosonde

measurements, the effects of the vertical resolution and of the

analysis method were estimated, and the visibility was quan-

tified as a function of the vertical wavelength. This function

was applied to the spectrum given by a linear GW model.

The resulting global maps agreed well with global maps from

MLS observations (Wu and Waters, 1996b). Good agree-

ment was also found with rocket sounding data (Eckermann

et al., 1995) in terms of zonal mean GW variance. More-

over, modeled results of Alexander (1998) showed reason-

able agreement with radiosonde measurements (Allen and

Vincent, 1995) in terms of the seasonal cycle of GW energy

density at midlatitudes.

Furthermore, significant differences in the morphology of

GW-induced temperature variances between different limb-

sounding instruments result from different observational fil-

ters. This was first hypothesized by Alexander (1998) and

tested by Preusse et al. (2000) for four satellite instru-

ments: Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Telescopes

for the Atmosphere (CRISTA), Global Positioning Sys-

tem/Meteorological Experiment (GPS/MET), Limb Infrared

Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) and MLS. Preusse et al.

(2000) showed that all four instruments provide largely con-

sistent information on zonal mean temperature variances in

the middle atmosphere if the observational filter of each in-

strument is approximated by a vertical visibility function,

which is representative for the 300 to 800 km horizontal

wavelength region. Good agreements when considering only

one-dimensional filtering seem to imply that filtering of the

horizontal wavelength is less important than filtering of the

vertical wavelength.

As shown by Alexander (1998) and Preusse et al. (2000),

global distributions of temperature variances may look very

different depending on different observational filters. In par-

ticular, it was discussed whether all these measurements

could be reliable when they exhibit large differences in the

shape of the global distributions. The fact that applying

the observational filter could explain these large differences

among the various data sets emphasizes the importance of

understanding the observational filter in a quantitative man-

ner.

Another paper which clearly shows the important effect of

the observational filter is that of Ern et al. (2005), in which

the wavelength filtering was applied to GWMF provided

by the Warner and McIntyre model (Warner and McIntyre,

2001) and an aliasing correction was applied to the CRISTA

data. They showed that the agreement between GWMF ob-

served by CRISTA and respective model values at an altitude

of 25 km improved significantly after vertical wavelength fil-

tering was applied. In particular, in terms of horizontal struc-

ture, most of the features shown by CRISTA observations

were reproduced. Horizontal wavelength filtering modified

horizontal distributions only slightly. However, it reduced

GWMF magnitude by a factor of more than 2.

In addition to infrared limb sounders, the impact of radia-

tive transfer and retrieval was discussed also for other tech-

niques. For instance, Wu and Waters (1997) showed the in-

fluence for MLS and Lange and Jacobi (2003) discussed GPS

occultation measurements. A more general overview of ob-

servational filters for different instruments can be found in

Preusse et al. (2008) and Alexander et al. (2010).

The publications mentioned above focus on the instrument

visibility (effects of the radiative transfer). Gong et al. (2012)

consider the filter for AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder)

more carefully by taking into account the nadir observa-

tion geometry. In our current paper, we analyze for the first

time a comprehensive observational filter for infrared limb

sounders, which takes into account instrument visibility as

well as observation geometry with a high level of accuracy.

We show how such a comprehensive filter considerably af-

fects the GW spectrum.

In our work, we applied the observational filter to a suit-

able model test case and investigated the effects of the ob-

servational filter on the shape of the modeled GWMF spec-

trum with respect to horizontal and vertical wave numbers

(wavelengths). By spectral analysis, we demonstrated how

various aspects of the observational filter affect GWs of dif-

ferent scales. For the test case, we used a combination of a

convective gravity wave source (CGWS) scheme (Song and

Chun, 2005, 2008) with the gravity wave regional or global

ray tracer (GROGRAT; Marks and Eckermann, 1995; Ecker-

mann and Marks, 1997) to generate GW distributions in the

lower stratosphere at an altitude of 25 km. The model gen-

erates a global distribution of individual waves, each fully

characterized by location and a 3-D wave vector, thus form-

ing a well-suited test case for our observational filter.

The CGWS scheme considers a diabatic forcing region in

a three-layer atmosphere. The vertical structure of the forc-

ing, which is a second-order polynomial, directly impacts

the wave-filtering and resonance factor. This wave-filtering

and resonance factor forms the spectral peaks in the momen-
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tum flux with respect to phase speed. Free tunable param-

eters of this scheme are the spatial and temporal scales of

the diabatic forcing (δx and δt), which affect the horizon-

tal wavelength as well as the phase speed. Different parame-

ters for the CGWS scheme were considered. Parameter sets

MF1 (δx = 5 km and δt = 20 min) and MF2 (δx= 25 km,

δt = 60 min) were introduced by Song and Chun (2005) and

Choi et al. (2012), respectively. We introduce and investigate

in this work an additional spectrum MF3 with a larger spatial

scale (δx= 120 km and δt = 60 min).

For the real atmosphere the prevailing horizontal wave-

lengths are unknown. From the generation mechanism, all

discussed temporal and spatial scales (MF1, MF2 and MF3)

are plausible. In the scope of the current paper, our aim is not

trying to solve this question, but providing a tool for reliably

estimating whether such waves are visible and, most impor-

tantly, for quantitatively determining to which extent they are

visible. It should be further noted that here we use the con-

vective source model and the various parameter sets as only

one example for the application of the filter. Our aim in this

paper is to show how the different steps of the observational

filter act on different wavelength scenarios and which steps

are the most important ones independent of the scenario cho-

sen. In particular, we will demonstrate how the observational

filter affects both magnitude and the shape of the spectral

distribution.

In our efforts to understand the distribution measured by

a certain instrument in the current paper we should keep in

mind that our ultimate aim in general is to determine the real

world GWMF distribution. In previous studies (Ern et al.,

2006; Orr et al., 2010; Geller et al., 2013) we primarily

learned about the general shape of the global distribution.

In particular, in Geller et al. (2013) substantial differences

among models and measurements are found, which remain

inconclusive; however, the error of gravity wave momentum

flux (GWMF) is estimated to be a factor of ∼ 2–5 (Ern et al.,

2004), chiefly because of the observational filter effects de-

scribed in the current work. From climate modeling studies,

on the other hand, a knowledge of substantial better than a

factor of 2 is requested (Sigmond and Scinocca, 2010). That

is an apparent clash of what we need for climate studies and

what we can provide by measurements. Application of the

observational filter is one way out of this dilemma; we can-

not reconstruct the true GWMF from the measurements more

accurately, because there are too many unknowns in the true

distribution. However, assuming we know the true distribu-

tion, we can calculate with much higher accuracy what we

should observe, provided we have a sufficiently accurate de-

scription of the observational filter.

What does that mean? Our aim is a GCM with realistic

GWMF, either resolved or parameterized. If we are to com-

pare the full modeled GWMF directly with the observations,

we never can reach the required accuracy. If we apply the

observational filter to the model first, we can reach the accu-

racy, provided (a) the filter is sufficiently accurate and (b) a

sufficiently large part of the spectrum is visible. Even if we

are only able to falsify, this allows to tell whether a model is

inaccurate and hence we can initiate improvements. We still

do not have the true distribution, but we can definitely rule

out incorrect ones and the form of the discrepancy may give

us guidance how improvement may be achieved.

This makes the comprehensive observational filter for IR

limb sounders so important: IR limb sounders cover a rela-

tively large part of the GW spectrum (see condition b) and the

observational filter needs to be comprehensive, because only

a comprehensive filter will be accurate (see condition a).

Other types of satellite instruments have different obser-

vational filters. These techniques and whether they could be

approached applying the methods described in this work,

is described in Appendix A. The observational filter de-

signed in this work describes the inevitable effects of the

limb sounding technique and the modification of the spec-

tral shape. It does not include errors either from the in-

strument (e.g., noise) nor potentially caused by the analy-

sis method. The delineation from such effects is discussed in

Appendix B.

The paper is organized as follows: instruments and their

observation geometries are described in Sect. 2, global grav-

ity wave simulations are presented in Sect. 3. The observa-

tional filter with different processes is described in detail and

is applied to a spectrum from MF1 in Sect. 4. Further re-

sults of applying this observational filter to MF2 and MF3 as

well as the quantification of GWMF reduction are outlined

in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, conclusions are given.

2 Instruments and observation geometry

2.1 Limb-sounding technique

Infrared limb sounding from satellites is a well-established

method for exploring the middle atmosphere (Bailey and

Gille, 1986; Gordley et al., 1994; Marshall et al., 1994; Riese

et al., 1999; Preusse et al., 2002). The basic geometry of limb

sounding is depicted in Fig. 1. The instrument looks from

its orbit towards the Earth’s horizon, through the atmosphere

and into cold space. Three exemplary lines of sight (LOS)

are depicted in Fig. 1 by green dashed lines. The radiance

measured by the instrument results from emission and reab-

sorption along the LOS. For optically thin emissions, reab-

sorption is weak and most of the radiance stems from the re-

gion around the tangent point (purple dots), where the LOS is

closest to the Earth’s surface. For this case, radiative transfer

can be described by a Gaussian weighting function (Preusse

et al., 2002, 2008) centered around the tangent point and,

accordingly, measurements are associated with the tangent

altitude (blue arrow) and the location of the tangent point.

The precise viewing geometry varies for the individual in-

struments.
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tangent point
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tangent height

Figure 1. Measuring geometry of the limb-sounding technique.

2.2 SABER instrument

The SABER instrument uses broadband radiometers to de-

tect limb radiance in the thermal infrared. Temperature is

retrieved from the main CO2 ν2 emission at 15 µm (Rems-

berg et al., 2008). SABER was launched on 7 December 2001

onboard the TIMED (Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere

Energetics Dynamics) satellite into an orbit at an altitude of

625 km and inclination of 74.1◦ and is still in operation.

The angle between flight direction and LOS, called “view

angle” below, is schematically shown in Fig. 2. It alter-

nates between 90◦ for northward-looking mode and 270◦ for

southward-looking mode in yaw maneuvers roughly every

60 days. In Fig. 2, the black arrow shows the flight direction,

the green line (SABER-N) indicates the LOS of SABER in

the northward-looking mode, while the red line (SABER-S)

is the LOS in the southward-looking mode. The correspond-

ing latitude coverage of northward- and southward-looking

modes changes between 52◦ S to 83◦ N and 83◦ S to 52◦ N.

More detailed information about the SABER instrument can

be found, for instance, in Mlynczak (1997) and Russell III

et al. (1999).

The orbital track and flight direction as well as satel-

lite positions and corresponding tangent points for a typi-

cal southward-looking orbit of SABER are shown in Fig. 3a.

Note that SABER views across the pole for the southern turn-

ing point. In Fig. 3a, green dots are the satellite positions,

red triangles are the corresponding tangent points. Blue ar-

rows along the satellite track show the flight direction, while

the purple solid line indicates an example of a LOS. In addi-

tion, the latitude coverage during the year 2008 is shown in

Fig. 4. Orange bands are coverages of the northward-looking

mode, while blue bands indicate coverages of the southward-

looking mode.

2.3 HIRDLS instrument

The HIRDLS (High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder) in-

strument is an infrared radiometer onboard the Aura satel-

lite, which also measures thermal emissions from the atmo-

spheric limb. The orbit altitude and orbit inclination of Aura

are 710 km and 98.2◦, respectively. The HIRDLS instrument

Flight direction

SABER-S

SABER-N

HIRDLS

270°

90°

227°

Figure 2. Satellite top-view of the SABER and HIRDLS viewing

geometry, the black arrow shows the flight direction, green and red

lines are the lines of sight (LOS) of SABER for northward- and

southward-viewing modes, respectively. The purple line is the LOS

of HIRDLS. For details, see text.

has a fixed view angle of 180+ 47= 227◦, which leads to

a latitude coverage from about 63◦ S to about 80◦ N. More

detailed information about the HIRDLS instrument can be

found, for instance, in Gille et al. (2003, 2008).

The view angle of HIRDLS is schematically depicted

in Fig. 2 where the purple line illustrates the LOS of the

HIRDLS instrument. In addition, satellite positions (green

dots) and corresponding tangent points (red triangles) for an

exemplary orbit are shown in Fig. 3b. HIRDLS’s flight di-

rection is indicated by blue arrows and the purple solid line

shows an exemplary LOS.

2.4 Observation geometry in the local coordinate

system

Our aim is to apply an observational filter to a simulated GW

at a specific location. So far, we have seen in Fig. 2 the view-

ing geometry of SABER and HIRDLS with respect to the

satellite. Now, in order to apply the observational filter, we

need to determine the observation geometry with respect to

the same local geophysical coordinate system in which the

wave vector of the simulated GW is given. In Fig. 5, such an

observation geometry is displayed for a short orbit segment.

The instrument views in the direction of the LOS (blue solid

arrows). The tangent points (blue crosses) are interpreted as

the actual locations of the observations. The track of the tan-

gent points, i.e., the track of the observations, is indicated

by the green arrow. At one of the tangent points, a local co-

ordinate system is shown (red axes). The angle between the

LOS and the x direction of the local coordinate system is

called β and the angle measured from the x direction to the

tangent-point track is called γ . Dependences of the angles β

and γ on latitude for the observation geometry of SABER

and HIRDLS are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 3. Global observation geometry of an exemplary orbit of

(a) SABER and (b) HIRDLS. Satellite positions are shown by green

dots and corresponding tangent points by red triangles. The thick

purple line represents an exemplary LOS, while blue arrows show

the flight direction. For details, see text.

3 Global gravity wave simulation

In order to demonstrate the application of the observa-

tional filter, we need a modeled GW distribution. Here, we

use exemplarily ray-tracing simulations based on convec-

tive sources. Offline simulation of global gravity waves was

performed by coupling the convective GW source (CGWS)

scheme (Song and Chun, 2005) and the gravity wave regional

or global ray tracer (GROGRAT) (Marks and Eckermann,

1995; Eckermann and Marks, 1997).

The CGWS scheme is formulated by applying a double

Fourier transform in space and time to the perturbation solu-

tion of the primitive equations. The analytical model assumes

a diabatic forcing region in a three-layer atmosphere. The

vertical structure of the forcing is a second-order polynomial.

This vertical structure directly impacts the wave-filtering and

resonance factor, which in turn, forms the spectral peaks in

the momentum flux with respect to phase speed. Calculation

of this phase speed spectrum of GWMF requires the follow-

ing quantities: maximum magnitude of the diabatic forcing
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Figure 4. SABER latitude coverage during 2008; orange bands are

coverages of northward viewing, while blue bands show coverages

of southward viewing. For details, see text.

tangent-point
track

tangent
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LOS
satellite 
track

β
γ

x

y

Figure 5. Satellite observation geometry in the local coordinate sys-

tem in the two-dimensional horizontal plane. The black dashed line

indicates the satellite track, while the green dashed line shows the

tangent-point track. Blue lines are LOS. Red axes represent the lo-

cal coordinate system. For details, see text.

(q0); bottom level (zb) and top level (zt) of the diabatic forc-

ing; and moving speed of the diabatic forcing (cq ). The first

three quantities were taken from latent heat data of 3-hourly

MERRA (modern-era retrospective analysis for research and

applications) assimilated data for January 2008. The fourth

is taken from the wind profile of MERRA data. The vertical

structure and phase speed of the GWs induced by the diabatic

forcing is influenced by the wave-filtering and resonance fac-

tor. The MERRA data were also used to provide background

wind and temperature fields for our GROGRAT simulations.

More detailed information about MERRA data as well as

convective parameterization in MERRA can be found, for in-

stance, in Rienecker et al. (2011), Kim and Alexander (2013)

and Wright and Fueglistaler (2013).

Two free parameters of the parameterization are the spa-

tial and temporal scales (δx and δt) of the diabatic forc-

ing. We considered three different sets of δx and δt , namely

MF1 (δx= 5 km and δt = 20 min), MF2 (δx= 25 km and

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/1491/2015/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 1491–1517, 2015
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δt = 60 min) and MF3 (δx= 120 km and δt = 60 min)1. The

combination of MF1 and MF2 showed good agreement in

spatial distribution as well as magnitude with AIRS observa-

tions (Choi et al., 2012). However, it is unable to explain the

spectral peaks found by Ern and Preusse (2012). A possible

reason is that MF1 and MF2 do not describe the presence of

convective clusters, which could be represented by MF3.

In order to obtain spectral distributions in terms of hor-

izontal and vertical wave numbers (wavelengths), GWMF

with corresponding horizontal and vertical wave numbers

were calculated directly from the ray-tracing simulation for

an altitude of 25 km. We considered global means, but took

into account the latitude coverage of satellite instruments,

which were mentioned in Sect. 2. It should be mentioned

that, although the global mean is taken, the resulting spec-

trum will be dominated by the tropics and subtropics, be-

cause the dominant convective GW sources are located there.

The respective simulated GWMF (symbolized by F ) val-

ues were then binned according to horizontal and verti-

cal wave numbers (kh and m) using a technique similar to

that of Ern and Preusse (2012). All spectra were plotted

in a base 10 logarithmic scale; i.e., k̃h= log10(1/λh) and

m̃= log10(1/λz), where λh and λz are the horizontal and ver-

tical wavelengths, respectively. The size of each bin was set

as δk̃h= 0.1 and δm̃= 0.1. The simulated spectral distribu-

tion is called “true spectral distribution” (or “true spectrum”),

because this would be the atmospheric spectrum if the model

were to accurately represent the real atmosphere. In the fol-

lowing sections, we will discuss how this contrasts to a spec-

trum that would be observed by an infrared limb sounder.

An example of the true spectrum for January 2008 for the

parameter set MF1 is shown in Fig. 6a.

4 Observational filter

Based on the convective model and parameter settings for

MF1, MF2 and MF3 described in Sect. 3 GWMF spectra

1Convective parameterizations comprehend a simplified physi-

cal description of the entire dynamics of a convective system and

provide only the net effects to the general circulation model. They

do not provide explicit information on, e.g., the spatial scale or on

the moving-speed of clouds which are therefore important free pa-

rameters of the CGWS scheme (the moving speed in terms of a

representative height; for this height, the background winds are as-

sumed to drive the moving speed). For MF1 and MF2, the assumed

spatial scales δx are much smaller than a typical GCM grid distance,

and we have a physical consistent picture of two subgrid parameter-

izations. The picture is less consistent, though, if the assumed size

of the convective system δx exceeds the grid spacing of the GCM.

Still, such choices may be necessary, if the global GW distribution

shall be solely described by the ray-tracer, or if due to missing dy-

namical feedback between the convection parameterization and the

GCM dynamical core such waves are not generated in the model

(Preusse et al., 2014). In this case they would need to be parameter-

ized even if the model in principle is able to resolve the waves.
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Figure 6. Spectral distributions of MF1 through different steps of

the observational filter for January 2008 with the observation geom-

etry of SABER, where (a) is the true spectrum, (b) along-LOS spec-

trum, (c) λh restriction spectrum, (d) instrument-sensitivity spec-

trum, (e) projection-on-track spectrum, (f) aliasing-effect spectrum,

(g) λz, obs spectrum, (h) λz restriction spectrum, (i) observed spec-

trum (after the additional correction). Black vertical lines in (a)

and (f) indicate λh= 185 km. For details, see text.

were generated. In this section, we outline how an infrared

limb sounder would observe these spectra; i.e., these spectra

serve as reference for the influence of the observational fil-

ter. For short we will call these spectra therefore “true spec-

tra” where “true” refers only to not being modified by any

observational effects. The application of the comprehensive

observational filter comprises four main processes. Each pro-

cess is explained in one of the following subsections. The

effects of each of these processes are shown in Fig. 6 by ap-

plying the observational filter for the observation geometry

of the SABER instrument to the spectral distribution from
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Figure 7. Two-dimensional sensitivity function for GWMF of (a) SABER and (b) HIRDLS.

MF1. The reason for choosing MF1 and SABER is that MF1

has the shortest spatial scale among the three parameterized

spectra and that SABER has a longer sampling distance than

HIRDLS. The effects of the filter on the GWMF spectrum

are therefore most pronounced in this case.

4.1 Visibility filter

First, we consider the effects due to radiative transfer and

retrieval, which also limit the waves that are visible to the in-

strument. We use an analytical approximation of the 2-D vis-

ibility filter for infrared limb sounding, which was derived by

Preusse et al. (2002). This filter is based on two-dimensional

cross sections through quasi-monochromatic waves. Preusse

et al. (2002) assumed that all LOSs of a given profile form

a two-dimensional plane, consisting of the vertical and one

horizontal axis in the viewing direction of the instrument.

The similar approach was also applied for analyzing the vis-

ibility of gravity waves measured by radio occultation in the

paper of Lange and Jacobi (2003).

Following the analytical approach of Preusse et al. (2002),

the instrument sensitivity of infrared limb sounders for tem-

perature amplitude is

S =
λz
√

2

2π1z

√
1− cos

(
2π1z

λz

)
exp

−cb2

4
(
c2+ a2

) , (1)

where a=m/2RE=π/(λzRE), b= kh= 2π/λh,

c= 1/(2HRE), RE is the Earth’s radius, H scale height,

kh horizontal wave number, and m vertical wave number.

The values of RE and H are 6350 and 6.5 km, respectively.

The vertical resolution 1z is 2 km for SABER and 1 km for

HIRDLS.

As shown by Ern et al. (2004), GWMF can be deduced

from the temperature amplitude of the wave as follows:

F =
1

2
ρ
kh

m

( g
N

)2
(
T̂

T

)2

, (2)

where ρ is the background atmosphere density, g the gravity

acceleration, N the buoyancy frequency, T the background

temperature and T̂ is the temperature amplitude of the wave.

The sensitivity function σ for GWMF, according to Eq. (2),

is therefore obtained by squaring the temperature amplitude

ratio:

σ = S2. (3)

Figure 7 illustrates the sensitivity function σ for GWMF

from (a) SABER and (b) HIRDLS. Comparing these two sen-

sitivities, it is evident that HIRDLS has higher sensitivity ow-

ing to its higher vertical resolution, especially at short verti-

cal wavelengths. For HIRDLS, a reasonable sensitivity (0.3)

can be found down to a vertical wavelength of about 2 km,

whereas for SABER, this limit is approximately 3.5 km. Sen-

sitivities of the two instruments in the horizontal direction are

comparable.

The visibility function is a function of two variables:

the vertical wavelength and the projection of the horizontal

wavelength onto the LOS (see below). Figure 8 combines

the viewing geometry of the satellite with the geometry of

the observed GW in the horizontal plane. In this figure, part

of an exemplary wave is shown by the dashed grey curve.

The red arrow indicates the direction of the wave vector and

purple lines indicate wave fronts. ψ is the angle between the

wave vector and the x direction of the local coordinate sys-

tem (ψ = arctan(l/k) where k and l are wave numbers in the

x and y directions, respectively). The horizontal wavelength

λh is shown by the two-headed arrow, which is perpendicular

to the wave fronts and parallel to the wave vector. The hori-

zontal wavelength along LOS (λh, LOS), on the other hand, is

parallel to the LOS (blue line) and is, in general, longer than

λh.
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Figure 8. Combination of the satellite’s viewing geometry and the

geometry of the observed GW. One LOS (blue line) is shown for the

tangent point at the origin. The horizontal wavelength along LOS

(λh, LOS) can be calculated knowing the true horizontal wavelength

(λh) and angles β and ψ . The projection of horizontal wavelength

on tangent-point track can be calculated knowing the true horizontal

wavelength (λh) and angles γ and ψ . For details, see text.

Knowing λh and the angle β, the along-LOS horizontal

wavelength λh, LOS can be calculated as follows:

λh, LOS =
λh

|cos(ψ −β)|
. (4)

Figure 6b shows the spectrum of F with respect to λh, LOS

and λz. It is referred to as “along-LOS spectrum” hereafter.

This spectrum, as we would expect, spreads in the direction

of longer horizontal wavelengths.

The application of the visibility filter as described above

assumes infinite plane wave fronts. However, three dimen-

sional simulations of CGWs from single convective towers

exhibit concentric wave fronts (Piani et al., 2000; Lane et al.,

2001). The assumption therefore is clearly non-realistic,

in particular for short period, short horizontal wavelength

CGWs. This is problematic in cases where the horizon-

tal wave vector is almost perpendicular to the horizontal

LOS, the along-LOS wavelength approaches infinity, and the

wave would therefore be regarded as visible. However, in a

three-dimensional consideration, the LOS would still inter-

sect many wave fronts resulting in a vanishing net signal.

Thus, these waves should not be regarded as visible. In order

to mask all waves which have short horizontal wavelengths

but are only seemingly visible, we firstly introduce a “stretch-

ing” factor:

θstr =
λh, LOS

λh

, (5)

and secondly, we simultaneously consider whether the hor-

izontal wavelength is short compared to the shortest visible

horizontal wavelength. Here, the shortest visible horizontal

wavelength is determined as the value of λh from Eq. (1)

corresponding to a temperature sensitivity of 0.3:

λvis = λvis (λz,S = 0.3) . (6)

We also introduce the visibility ratio as

θvis =
λh

λvis

, (7)

and threshold values of θstr and θvis are denoted as θstr, thresh

and θvis, thresh, respectively. All waves, which have overly

large stretching factors (θstr>θstr, thresh) and simultaneously

have overly short horizontal wavelengths (θvis<θvis, thresh),

are set to zero temperature amplitude as well as to a zero

GWMF value. For this study, we chose θstr, thresh= 5 and

θvis, thresh= 1. As shown later, results are not very sensitive

on the choice of these threshold values (cf. Fig. 15). This re-

striction was applied before the application of the instrument

sensitivity function. GWMF values after considering this re-

striction are given by Frestr. A spectral distribution of Frestr

with respect to λh, LOS and λz, which is called “λh-restriction

spectrum” hereafter, is shown in Fig. 6c, again using λh, LOS

for the x axis. Comparing with Fig. 6b, it can be seen that

part of the spectral distribution at long λz and long λh, LOS is

removed.

After this consideration of the horizontal wavelength re-

striction, the sensitivity function was applied to GWMF. An

example of this application of the SABER sensitivity func-

tion on MF1 is shown in Fig. 6d. This spectrum is referred

to as “instrument-sensitivity spectrum” hereafter. In compar-

ison with the previous spectrum (Fig. 6c), it is clear that a

significant part of the spectrum associated with short vertical

and horizontal wavelengths has been filtered out. The area of

high-value GWMF has now shifted to the direction of longer

horizontal as well as vertical wavelengths. GWMF values af-

ter applying the sensitivity function are denoted as Fvis.

4.2 Projection of the wavelength on the tangent-point

track

Today’s limb scanning satellite instruments provide informa-

tion only along track. Therefore, from current limb sounders

only the projection of the horizontal wavelength on the

tangent-point track can be estimated (Ern et al., 2004;

Preusse et al., 2009b). The horizontal sampling of current-

day satellite observations is too sparse to directly infer the

horizontal wavelength. This problem is circumvented by first

analyzing vertical profiles and determining vertical wave-

lengths, amplitudes and phases dependent on altitude. The

horizontal wavelength is then estimated from the phase dif-

ference of adjacent profiles at the same altitude and the dis-

tance between observations along the tangent-point track.

The method was first introduced by Ern et al. (2004). Al-

though there are different applications with respect to the

profile analysis (Alexander et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010)

they all rely on phase differences along the orbital track. In

particular, if the phase difference is 18 and the sampling
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distance between two altitude profiles is 1x, the horizontal

wave number and horizontal wavelength along the tangent-

point track (kh, track and λh, track) can be estimated as follows:

kh, track =
18

1x
=

2π

λh, track

. (8)

In our simulation, λh, track was calculated from the hori-

zontal wavelength λh based on the geometric relation be-

tween them. This geometric relation is illustrated also in

Fig. 8. In this figure, black dots are tangent points, and the

green dashed line shows the tangent-point track. The hori-

zontal wavelength along the tangent-point track (λh, track) is

indicated by the two-headed arrow, which is parallel to the

tangent-point track. It is clear that the angle between the

wave vector and the tangent-point track is ψ − γ . From here,

λh, track =
λh

|cos(ψ − γ )|
. (9)

Due to the projection, the horizontal wave number is changed

in Eq. (2), and as GWMF and horizontal wave number are

proportional, the momentum flux calculated from λh, track is

Ftrack

Fvis

=
kh, track

kh

=
λh

λh, track

, (10)

or

Ftrack = Fvis

λh

λh, track

. (11)

A spectral distribution of Ftrack in terms of λh, track and λz
is shown in Fig. 6e. This spectrum is called “projection-on-

track spectrum” hereafter and contains both the effects of vis-

ibility filtering and along-track projection.

4.3 Aliasing effect

4.3.1 Calculation of horizontal wavelength due to the

aliasing effect

Satellite measurements are performed discretely which leads

to a so-called aliasing effect, one of the well-known limita-

tions of discrete sampling. The Nyquist theorem states that

two samples per wave period or wavelength are necessary to

properly resolve the wave. In other words, sampling distance

1x of less than a half of λh, track is required to properly infer

the wave structure from the observed data.

For SABER, 1x= 185 km was used as the sampling dis-

tance for our calculations. In the case of HIRDLS, 1x is

different for different operation periods. The shortest pair

distance at the altitude of 25 km was about 70 km and we

used 1x= 70 km for calculations of HIRDLS. More details

about sampling distances of various satellite instruments can

be found in Ern et al. (2011).

In order to estimate the horizontal wavelength caused

by the aliasing effect (λh, alias), we emulated the phase-

difference method applied to the measurements. First, the

kh, track

kh, alias

-kN

kN 2kN 3kN0

kN

kh, alias= kh, track 

kh, alias= kh, alias - 2kN

kh, alias |kh, alias|

Figure 9. “Alias” wave number vs. wave number along tangent-

point track.

phase difference 18 between two adjacent vertical profiles

is required. From Eq. (8), 18 can be defined as follows:

18= kh, track1x =
2π1x

λh, track

. (12)

Without further information, we had to assume that phase

differences 18 are in the interval [−π , π ] despite the fact

that the real phase differences may be larger. This is in ac-

cordance with the Nyquist theorem, where a phase differ-

ence larger than π causes a wavelength shorter than the

Nyquist wavelength, which is twice the sampling distance:

λN= 21x, where λN is the Nyquist wavelength.

Hence, in the current work, the phase difference18 given

by Eq. (12) was wrapped into interval [−π , π ]. This wrap-

ping process provided 18wrap ∈ [−π , π ] and the absolute

value of the horizontal wave number due to aliasing effect

(kh, alias) can be calculated as follows:

|kh, alias| =
|18wrap|

1x
. (13)

The dependence of kh, alias and |kh, alias| upon kh, track, for in-

stance, in the interval 18∈ [0, 3π ], is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Here kN is the Nyquist limit of horizontal wave number:

kN =
π

1x
. (14)

Using the wrapped phase difference, λh, alias can be defined:

λh, alias =
2π

|kh, alias|
=

2π1x

|18wrap|
. (15)

4.3.2 Calculation of GWMF corresponding to λh, alias

In analogy to the deduction of Eq. (2), the relation between

Ftrack and GWMF corresponding to the aliased horizontal

wavelength (Falias) is
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Falias

Ftrack

=
kh, alias

kh, track

=
λh, track

λh, alias

, (16)

or

Falias = Ftrack

λh, track

λh, alias

. (17)

The spectral distribution of Falias with respect to λh, alias and

λz is hereinafter referred to as the “aliasing-effect spectrum”,

and the aliasing-effect spectrum for MF1, January 2008 is

shown in Fig. 6f. In comparison with the spectrum of the

previous step (Fig. 6e), a notably large part of the spectral

distribution is cut off and flipped to the left, i.e., to longer

horizontal wavelengths. The cut-off part is associated with

horizontal wavelengths shorter than the Nyquist wavelength

of 21x= 370 km. Some GWMF is added to the left part of

the spectrum, at wavelengths corresponding to aliased hori-

zontal wavelengths λh, alias. The additional GWMF in the left

part is according to Eq. (17) smaller than the original GWMF

on the right-hand side of Fig. 6e since λh, alias is longer than

λh, track for these waves. In this aliasing-effect spectrum of

MF1, artificial peaks were caused by the aliasing effect at

horizontal wavelengths of about 800 km. Overall, the magni-

tude of GWMF was reduced notably.

4.4 Calculation of observed vertical wavelength

Altitude profiles sampled by most limb sounders are non-

vertical, which is an effect that also has to be considered. For

example, for SABER and HIRDLS this applies and the effect

is investigated and taken into account in our simulations. In

particular, we calculate the vertical wavelength, which would

be observed by the satellite instrument. This wavelength is

referred to as observed vertical wavelength hereafter.

From observations, the vertical wavelength is derived by

analyzing altitude profiles as provided by the instrument

teams. It is generally assumed that these altitude profiles

are vertical and that therefore only the vertical wave struc-

ture contributes to the wave structure in the profile. How-

ever, for SABER and HIRDLS, scans are not strictly vertical:

The change in altitude is performed by upward and down-

ward scanning by the instrument. However, during upward

and downward scanning, the satellite moves along its track.

This leads to a slant of the profile in the direction along the

tangent-point track. Also, when the LOS moves up (down),

the tangent-point becomes closer to (further from) to the

satellite (cf. Fig. 1). This leads to another slant of the pro-

file in the direction across the tangent-point track. Because

of the slant of the altitude profiles, it can happen that during

an altitude scan not only the vertical structure of an observed

wave is sampled, but also to some extent the horizontal struc-

ture.

In Fig. 10, two exemplary tangent points O1, O2 along an

altitude profile are illustrated (purple dots). This could corre-

spond to any pair of adjacent altitudes in a scan such as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. A local coordinate system at tangent pointO1

O1

O2

A

B

z

horizontal plane

p

k

dh
ζ

Figure 10. Observation geometry at a tangent point of an altitude

profile. Two purple dots (O1 and O2) represent two tangent points.

The red arrow shows the wave vector, while the blue arrow is the

normalized vector of the profile vector O1O2. dh is the altitude

difference between O1 and O2.

is shown where the z axis indicates the vertical direction. The

altitude difference dh between two tangent pointsO1 andO2

is small (we chose dh= 3 km), so that the vector O1O2 was

considered to be the local profile vector. If p (blue vector)

is the normalized vector of O1O2 and k (red vector) is the

wave vector, then the wave number along the profile can be

defined as the scalar product of k and p:

mp = k ·p. (18)

The wavelength along the profile is

λz, p =
2π

mp

. (19)

From λz, p and from the angle ζ between the normalized pro-

file vector p and the z axis of the local coordinate system

(cf. Fig. 10), the observed vertical wavelength λz, obs is cal-

culated:

λz, obs = λz, p cosζ. (20)

Momentum flux corresponding to this vertical observed

wavelength is symbolized as Fz, obs. Following Eq. (2),

GWMF is inversely proportional to the vertical wave num-

ber and thus proportional to the vertical wavelength:

Fz, obs = Falias

λz, obs

λz
. (21)

In a statistical average, we will have as many upward-

scanning observations as downward-scanning observations.

Therefore, we calculate both solutions for each wave and

show the average. The spectrum with observed vertical wave-

length hereafter is referred to as “λz, obs spectrum” and an

example for MF1 is shown in Fig. 6g. The spectrum was

slightly redistributed towards longer vertical wavelengths. In
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particular, for vertical wavelengths longer than 6 km, GWMF

was slightly enhanced.

For every wave, we also examined the difference between

the observed vertical wavelengths for the upward and down-

ward scans. If this difference is greater than 40 % of the aver-

age vertical wavelength, this wave will be rejected. We here

follow the GWMF determination from real observations as

described in Ern et al. (2011), where such pairs of profiles are

not used by the momentum flux (MF) calculation method. It

should be noted that for other methods of MF calculation,

these pairs may be used.

We symbolize GWMF after this restriction as Fz, obs, restr.

The spectrum with this restriction, called “λz-restriction

spectrum” later, is shown in Fig. 6h. In comparison with the

previous spectrum (Fig. 6g), only minor changes were found.

In particular, the magnitude of GWMF surrounding the spec-

tral peak at vertical wavelength of about 5 km was reduced

slightly.

In the last step of the observational filter, we applied an

additional correction, which was used in Ern et al. (2011).

First, this correction removes dominant vertical oscillation

of quasi-stationary planetary waves (which have a vertical

wavelength ≥ 40 km) in the altitude profiles. Second, it helps

to keep only those vertical wavelengths for which ampli-

tudes can reliably be determined in the 10 km vertical win-

dow of the Maximum Entropy Method/Harmonic Analysis

(MEM/HA) spectral analysis (Preusse et al., 2002; Ern et al.,

2011). The GWMF at this last step is denoted as Fobs.

This is the final step of our comprehensive observational

filter. The resulting spectrum is therefore considered to rep-

resent the observed spectrum and is presented in Fig. 6i. In

comparison with Fig. 6h, it can be seen that contributions

of long vertical wavelength waves were somewhat reduced.

However, the overall spectrum is changed only slightly.

A comparison of this observed spectrum and the true spec-

trum (Fig. 6a) shows that the spectral distribution of MF1

is significantly influenced by the observational filter in both

shape and magnitude. In particular, the observed spectrum

consists of horizontal wavelength for which MF1 did not

generate any wave events and vice versa. This is due to

the fact that MF1 has a small spatial scale and produces a

large amount of short horizontal wavelength GWs, which can

hardly be observed by limb sounders. However, as mentioned

before, for demonstrating the different effects of the obser-

vational filter, MF1 was chosen because the different effects

contributing to the observational filter can be demonstrated

clearly. Later in the manuscript we will address other setups

of the CGWS that produce wave spectra that can be better

observed.

All steps of the observational filter are summarized by a

flowchart in Fig. 11. The steps with significant changes are

marked by bold characters. Additional examples of apply-

ing the observational filter to all three spectra MF1, MF2,

MF3 using the observation geometries of SABER as well as

HIRDLS will be presented in Sect. 5 below.

CGWS

GROGRAT

True spectrum, F, λh, λz

Along-LOS spectrum, F, λh, LOS, λz

λh restriction, Frestr, λh, LOS, λz

Instrument sensitivity, Fvis, λh, LOS, λz

Projection on track, Ftrack, λh, track, λz

λz, obs spectrum, Fz, obs, λh, alias, λz, obs

Calculation of λh, LOS 

Applying sensitivity function

Calculation of λh, track, Ftrack 

Calculation of λh, alias, Falias 

λz restriction, Fz, obs, restr, λh, alias, restr, λz, obs, restr

Observed spectrum, Fobs, λh, alias, restr, λz, obs, restr

Aliasing effect,  Falias, λh, alias, λz

Calculation of λz, obs

Restriction of 40% difference in λz, obs 

Additional correction

Figure 11. Overview of all steps the observational filter. The steps

with significant changes are marked by bold characters.

5 Further examples

5.1 Applying the observational filter to observation

geometry of SABER

In Sect. 4, we illustrated the observational filter by apply-

ing it to the spectrum of MF1 and using SABER geometry.

In this section, we provide further examples by applying the

observational filter to all spectra MF1, MF2 and MF3 and us-

ing observation geometry of both instruments (SABER and

HIRDLS).
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For SABER geometry, the results of applying the observa-

tional filter are presented in Fig. 12. As shown by “true” sim-

ulated spectra (Fig. 12a, g, and m), MF3 provides GWs with

the longest horizontal wavelength. The main spectral peak of

MF3 is at a horizontal wavelength of about 220 km. It has

some sub-structure and extends to λh as high as few hundred

km. For MF2 and MF1, this peak is located at horizontal

wavelengths of about 50 and 10 km, respectively. It should

be noted that the spatial scale of the cloud tower specified in

the source model is imagined to act as a single body force

without substructure. Therefore, no waves with wavelength

of the order or shorter than this body force are excited. In-

stead, the model produces a sharp onset at the wavelength of

twice this size. This sharp onset is pronounced at the source

altitude. When GWs propagate upward, the wavelength may

be modified by horizontal refraction (e.g., Marks and Ecker-

mann, 1995) which slightly weakens this sharp onset. In the

cases of MF1 and MF2, at the considered altitude of 25 km,

this sharp onset still can be seen quite clearly.

Due to this difference in the spatial scale, the observational

filter affects MF1, MF2 and MF3 differently. For example,

the effect of the λh restriction (Sect. 4.1) on MF1 is recog-

nizable by comparing Fig. 6b and c, while for MF2 and MF3,

this effect is minor and indicated by only an insignificant de-

crease in GWMF at long horizontal and vertical wavelengths

(not shown).

However, differences can be seen much more clearly af-

ter the instrument sensitivity has been applied by comparing

the second and third rows of Fig. 12. For MF1, a very large

amount of GWMF corresponding to short horizontal as well

as vertical wavelengths has been filtered out (cf. Fig. 12b

and c). The spectral peak is shifted from a λh, LOS value of

about 40 km (Fig. 12b) to a value of about 160 km (Fig. 12c).

It should be noted that in this step, spectra are plotted with re-

spect to the horizontal wavelength along LOS (λh, LOS). The

shift of the spectral peak with respect to the true horizontal

wavelength (λh) in general is shorter. For MF2, the reduction

in GWMF is considerably smaller than for MF1 (cf. Fig. 12h

and i). Nevertheless, the GWMF magnitude is reduced quite

strongly. The spectral shape changes and the area of strong

GWMF moves to the direction of longer horizontal and ver-

tical wavelengths. For MF3, part of the spectrum related to

short wavelengths has also been filtered out (cf. Fig. 12n

and o). This part, however, is smaller than for MF2, and al-

though GWMF magnitude has decreased, the main spectral

peak of MF3 remains at the same position (at λh, LOS of about

500 km).

Figure 12d, j, and p show spectra of Ftrack with respect

to λh, track and λz. For MF1 and MF2, GWs with a horizon-

tal wavelength shorter than 100 km contribute quite strongly

to the spectrum (cf. Fig. 12d and j). High values of GWMF

are even found at horizontal wavelengths down to about 20–

30 km. In contrast, the main part of the spectrum of MF3

arises from by GWs with a horizontal wavelength greater

than 100 km (cf. Fig. 12p). The influence of the aliasing ef-

fect on MF3 is therefore weaker than on MF1 and MF2. This

is shown in Fig. 12e, k, and q. Since MF1 and MF2 contain

many more short horizontal-wavelength GWs, an essential

part of their spectra is projected to the left. For MF1, the fea-

tures of the spectrum are changed significantly, as described

before in Sect. 4. For MF2, a strong alteration is also found,

although no strong artificial spectral peaks appear, as they do

in the case of MF1. In contrast, the part of MF3 projected

to the left is minor in comparison with the originally long

horizontal-wavelength part. Therefore, the strongest contri-

bution to the spectrum in general, and the main peak in par-

ticular, still remains at the same position.

Figure 12f, l, and r shows observed spectra after the calcu-

lation of observed vertical wavelength, vertical wavelength

restriction and additional correction. In comparison with

aliasing-effect spectra, very minor changes were found for

all spectra. In particular, spectra were redistributed slightly

in the direction of longer vertical wavelengths, making them

somewhat more homogeneous in this direction. The spectral

peak at a vertical wavelength of about 30 km of MF1 was

reduced in magnitude.

Briefly, the spectrum for MF3 was least influenced by the

observational filter. For horizontal wavelengths longer than

the Nyquist wavelength, major features were still conserved.

The spectrum of MF1 was most influenced and significant

changes were found in both shape and magnitude.

5.2 Applying the observational filter to observation

geometry of HIRDLS

The observation geometry of HIRDLS has a shorter horizon-

tal sampling distance. HIRDLS also has a higher vertical res-

olution. The results of applying the observational filter to the

observation geometry of HIRDLS are presented in Fig. 13.

In the case of HIRDLS, “true” spectra (Fig. 13a, g, and m)

are very similar to “true” spectra for SABER. Minor differ-

ences result from the different latitude coverage.

However, in contrast to SABER, along-LOS spectra of

HIRDLS spread more strongly towards longer horizontal

wavelengths (Fig. 13b, h, and n). This is an effect of the aver-

age orientation of the simulated GWs with respect to differ-

ent view angles of the two instruments. This effect depends

not only on the differences in viewing geometry, but also on

the simulated distribution of GWs.

The effects of the horizontal wavelength restriction were

similar to those observed for SABER observation geometry

with minor reductions at long horizontal and vertical wave-

lengths for all three spectra (not shown).

However, HIRDLS possesses better sensitivity to short-

wavelength GWs, particularly in the vertical direction. This

weakens the influence of the instrument’s sensitivity to all

spectra. A comparison of Figs. 12c, i, o and 13c, i, o shows

that in comparison with SABER, for HIRDLS, the amount

of GWMF was not reduced as much by the instrument sen-

sitivity. For HIRDLS, GWMF was still conserved quite well
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Figure 12. Application of the observational filter to MF1 (left column) MF2 (middle column), and MF3 (right column) for January 2008

with the observation geometry of SABER. Black vertical lines in the first and 5th rows indicate λh= 185 km.
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Figure 13. Application of the observational filter to MF1 (left column), MF2 (middle column) and MF3 (right column) for January 2008

with the observation geometry of HIRDLS. Black vertical lines in the first and 5th rows indicate λh= 70 km.
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Figure 14. Variation of the number-of-wave-event spectrum after considering the difference between the observed vertical wavelengths for

upward and downward scans. The variation is shown here for MF1 (left column), MF2 (middle column) and MF3 (right column) with the

observation geometry of HIRDLS. For details, see text.

in the vertical direction down to λz of about 2 km, while for

SABER this limit was about 4 km. In the horizontal direction,

since spectra of HIRDLS geometry spread more strongly

with respect to λh, LOS, GWs appeared to be more sensitive

to the instrument. Hence, the reduction of GWMF in the hor-

izontal direction was also lower than for spectra based on

SABER geometry.

This better conservation of GWMF for HIRDLS was also

found in spectra of Ftrack with respect to λh, track and λz
(cf. Fig. 13d, j, and p). The contribution of short vertical-

wavelength GWs to these spectra is more pronounced than

in the case of SABER (Fig. 12d, j, and p).

Moreover, due to the shorter sampling distance, spectra in

the case of HIRDLS were less influenced by aliasing than

for SABER. Comparing aliasing-effect spectra of HIRDLS

(Fig. 13e, k, and q) and SABER (Fig. 12e, k, and q), it is ev-

ident that for HIRDLS, a smaller part of the respective spec-

trum for MF1 was cut and for MF3 projected towards longer

horizontal wavelengths (before the aliasing effect could take

effect). The remaining part of each spectrum is therefore

larger and more features are conserved.

In particular, the spectrum for MF3 and HIRDLS includ-

ing the observational filter shown in Fig. 13q is the only one

which has a well-resolved maximum that also decreases at

short horizontal wavelength, similar to the observations of

Ern and Preusse (2012). For this case (MF3), the spectral

peak of the “true” spectrum is indeed captured by the obser-

vations.

Concerning the effect of “λz restriction”, only an insignif-

icant variation was found in the number of wave events for

SABER (not shown). In the case of HIRDLS, this variation

was more pronounced, and the variation of the number-of-

wave-event spectrum for HIRDLS is shown in Fig. 14. In

this figure, the spectrum of the ratio r = n2/n1 is plotted

with respect to the true horizontal and vertical wave num-

bers. Here, n1 is the number of wave events in one bin be-

fore considering λz restriction, n2 is the number of wave

events in the same bin after considering this restriction. Re-

duced ratios were found in the lower right corner of the spec-

trum for all MF1, MF2 and MF3. This indicates that most

of the filtered-out waves have short horizontal wavelength

and long vertical wavelength. This can be explained as fol-

lows: when the horizontal wavelength is much longer than

the vertical wavelength, the wave fronts are almost paral-

lel to the horizon. In this case, the angle between the wave

vector k and the normalized profile vector p is almost the

same for upward scanning and downward scanning. Follow-

ing Eqs. (18)–(20), the difference between observed vertical

wavelengths in those two cases (upward and downward scan,

respectively) is therefore insignificant. However, when hor-

izontal wavelength and vertical wavelength are of the same

order of magnitude, angles between k and p for upward and

downward scanning are strongly different. This leads to a

considerable difference in the observed vertical wavelengths.

Figure 14 shows that even in the bins which were most af-

fected, maximum profile loss was only about 10 %. On the

other hand, profile loss in deriving data from HIRDLS ob-

servations using the method of Ern et al. (2011) was about

50 % (Geller et al., 2013). This indicates that the λz restric-

tion step cannot be the major reason for the observed loss of

about 50 % of altitude profiles in real observations.

Figure 13f, l, and r shows “observed” spectra in the case of

HIRDLS observation geometry. Again, in comparison with

the aliasing-effect spectra, only minor changes were found

and these changes were analogous to the case of SABER.

Overall, similar to the case of SABER, MF3 was least af-

fected, while MF1 was most affected by aliasing. In particu-

lar for MF3, with observation geometry of HIRDLS, it was

shown that almost all spectral features are preserved.

To conclude, for both cases of observation geometry

(SABER and HIRDLS), all spectra (MF1, MF2 and MF3)

shifted to the direction of longer horizontal as well as ver-

tical wavelengths. A rather large part of each spectrum as-

sociated with short horizontal wavelengths was projected to

longer horizontal wavelengths. The spectrum for MF3 has

the longest spatial scale and was least influenced by the ob-
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Figure 15. GWMF reduction during the observational filtering for (a, d) MF1, (b, e) MF2, and (c, f) MF3 with the observation geometry of

SABER (left column) and HIRDLS (right column).

servational filter. In contrast, the spectrum for MF1 has the

smallest spatial scale and was most influenced by the obser-

vational filter. The better sensitivity of HIRDLS helps to de-

crease the reduction of GWMF due to instrument sensitivity.

In addition, HIRDLS’s shorter sampling distance allows us

to see a larger part of spectra after aliasing.

5.3 Quantification of GWMF reduction

As shown above, the magnitude of GWMF is decreased after

applying filters mimicking λh restriction, instrument sensi-

tivity, and aliasing. Moreover, the magnitude of GWMF also

changes by calculating the observed vertical wavelength, the

observed-vertical-wavelength restriction and additional cor-

rection. The changes during these last three steps, however,

were minor, as we have seen from the spectra. In order to

quantify the change in GWMF during the process of filter-

ing, GWMF were integrated over all horizontal wave num-

bers and afterwards plotted against the vertical wave number

in a base 10 logarithmic scale. The effects of the last three

steps are discussed as one common step.

Figure 15 shows GWMF for SABER (left column) and

HIRDLS (right column). The cyan dashed-dot line indicates

GWMF of the true spectrum, the black solid line is GWMF

after considering λh restriction, the blue dashed line presents

GWMF after the instrument sensitivity has been considered,

the orange line is GWMF after projecting on tangent-point

track, the red line shows GWMF after the aliasing effect and

the green line with crosses shows GWMF of the observed

spectrum.

For both SABER and HIRDLS, the reduction due to

the whole filtering process is largest for MF1 and small-

est for MF3. It is indicated by the notable difference be-

tween GWMF of the true spectrum (cyan dashed-dot line)

and the observed spectrum (green line with crosses). It is

about 2.5 orders of magnitude for MF1 viewed by SABER

(Fig. 15a) and about 2 orders of magnitude for MF1 viewed

by HIRDLS (Fig. 15d). This difference is smaller in the case

of MF2 (Fig. 15b and e) and is smallest in the case of MF3
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(Fig. 15c and f). For MF3, the difference is only about half

an order of magnitude. This agrees well with the fact that

the spectrum for MF1 is most influenced and the spectrum

for MF3 is least influenced by the observational filter, as dis-

cussed above.

Moreover, for all spectra and for both observation geome-

tries, it is clear that the instrument sensitivity is the factor

that reduces GWMF the most. This reduction can be seen

by comparing the black line and the dashed blue line. The

difference between these two lines is the largest difference

between two adjacent lines in all panels. Moreover, this re-

duction was strongest for MF1, decreasing from MF1 to MF3

due to the increase in spatial scales. Again, this finding is in

agreement with the change in spectra described above in this

section.

In addition, the reduction in the case of HIRDLS was

weaker than in the case of SABER, which is explained by

the better sensitivity of the HIRDLS instrument. For exam-

ple, after considering the instrument sensitivity of HIRDLS,

GWMF of MF1 and MF2 (Fig. 15d and e) was about 2.1–

2.2 (in the unit of base 10 logarithmic scale), while for

SABER, the value of GWMF dropped to about 1.8 (Fig. 15a

and b). The contribution of short vertical-wavelength GWs

from about 1 to about 3 km was also much larger in the case

of HIRDLS than for SABER. For MF3 (Fig. 15c and f),

the difference between these two observation geometries was

lower than for MF1 and MF2; however, it is still recognizable

even in the base 10 logarithmic scale.

The second strongest factor of GWMF reduction for

SABER is aliasing, as can be seen by comparing the or-

ange and the red lines, which are separated quite clearly from

each other (except in the case of MF3). Again, the effect

of aliasing decreases from MF1 to MF3 due to the increase

in the spatial scales of the waves. Moreover, since the sam-

pling distance of HIRDLS is shorter (70 km) than for SABER

(185 km), less GWMF reduction by aliasing was found for

HIRDLS.

The process of projecting the horizontal wavelength on the

tangent-point track reduces GWMF less than instrument sen-

sitivity and the aliasing effect in most cases; the exceptions

are MF2 and MF3 for HIRDLS. Furthermore, the reduction

by this factor was very similar for all spectra MF1, MF2 and

MF3. This is due to the fact that the reduction is mainly in-

duced by |cos(ψ − γ )|, which does not depend on the spatial

scale of the individual waves.

Minor redistribution of the spectra by the last three steps

is shown by the difference between the red line and the green

line with crosses. GWMF values at the spectral peak (at a

vertical wavelength of about 30 km) were reduced by the ad-

ditional correction. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 15a and d.

The step of λh restriction affected GWMF least. In the

base 10 logarithmic scale, GWMF of true spectrum (the cyan

dashed-dot line) and GWMF after considering λh restriction

(the black solid line) were nearly the same in almost all pan-

els.

Table 1. Percentages of remaining GWMF at main steps during the

observational filter.

Spectrum Step SABER HIRDLS

MF1 λh restriction 97.50 77.35

instrument sensitivity 3.09 5.95

projection on track 2.58 4.28

aliasing 0.54 2.75

observed spectrum 0.39 2.28

MF2 λh restriction 98.05 85.55

instrument sensitivity 18.47 32.13

projection on track 13.55 22.00

aliasing 8.35 17.65

observed spectrum 7.65 17.13

MF3 λh restriction 99.72 99.79

instrument sensitivity 46.32 67.55

projection on track 31.91 44.86

aliasing 27.21 44.80

observed spectrum 25.62 43.52

In addition, cyan dashed-dot lines in Fig. 15 (true spectra)

show that GWMF given by MF1 is the largest with a peak

at about 3.5 (in the base 10 logarithmic scale). For MF2, this

value is about 2.7 and for MF3 it is only about 2.4. The rela-

tive importance of these different spectra (MF1, MF2, MF3)

in the whole GWMF spectrum is, however, still unknown and

may be adjusted (e.g., by intermittency or efficiency factors),

as the relative importance of various convective process in

exciting GWs is still badly constrained.

More details about the reduction in GWMF during the

observational filter are presented in Table 1. Here, the total

GWMF of the true spectrum is 100 %. The percentages of

the remaining GWMF in other steps of the observational fil-

ter (instrument sensitivity, projection on track, aliasing effect

and observed spectrum) are shown for all spectra.

6 Conclusions

Prior publications have revealed the importance of the ob-

servational filter. Observational filters for different measure-

ment techniques have been studied with a special focus on

instrument visibility (e.g., Alexander, 1998; Preusse et al.,

2000) or careful consideration of observation geometry (e.g.,

Wu and Eckermann, 2008). In this study, for the first time, a

comprehensive observational filter for infrared limb sounders

with a high level of accuracy, which takes into account the

visibility of waves to an infrared limb sounder as well as

a sophisticated representation of the observation geometry,

was developed.

The comprehensive observational filter contains four main

processes: visibility filter, projection of the wavelength on

the tangent-point track, aliasing effect and the calculation

of the vertical observed wavelength. The first process com-
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prises the following elements: the determination of the wave-

length along the LOS, restriction of horizontal wavelength,

application of the approximate sensitivity function (radiative

transfer). The second process includes the determination of

the along-track wavelength and the calculation of the corre-

sponding GWMF. The third process calculates the projection

of waves towards much longer wavelengths by aliasing and

the associated reduction of GWMF. The last step calculates

the vertical wavelength which would be observed by the in-

strument and the corresponding GWMF. An additional cor-

rection is also applied in this last process.

The observation geometries of SABER and HIRDLS in-

struments were considered in our study. The results show

that the most important processes, which have significant in-

fluences on the spectrum, are as follows: visibility filter (for

both SABER and HIRDLS observation geometries), alias-

ing for SABER, and projection on tangent-point track for

HIRDLS.

We found that the vertical wavelength distribution was

mainly affected by the “visibility filter” process, which re-

lates to the radiative transfer and retrieval. This process re-

duced the short vertical-wavelength GWs, but did not largely

change the shape of the vertical-wavelength spectrum. This is

shown in Fig. 15. In this figure, all panels other than Fig. 15a

show largely the same vertical wavelength distribution and

in particular the peak at the same vertical wavelength as the

original spectrum. For the horizontal structure, depending

on the horizontal scale of the original spectrum, the obser-

vational filter can have stronger or weaker effects. For the

original spectrum containing a short horizontal scale, in ad-

dition to the significant influence of the visibility filter, the

spectrum was projected onto a longer horizontal wavelength

interval which originally was not populated. In this case,

a strong contribution to the spectrum was found until the

Nyquist wavelength. In other words, a pronounced spectral

peak, which stands out from other parts of the spectrum, was

not generated. GWMF for this case (MF1) was largely re-

duced, possibly making such spectral contributions difficult

to observe by infrared limb instruments. In the case of the

long-horizontal-scale original spectrum, a pronounced peak

was found. This finding suggests that a pronounced spectral

peak is an indication of longer horizontal wavelengths in the

original distribution.

We also found that during the filtering procedure, GWMF

values of the spectrum containing very short horizontal

wavelengths were reduced considerably. Moreover, due to

the measurement geometry, altitude profiles are oblique,

which results in a slight shift of the vertical wavelength. Sim-

ulating this effect, we find that it does not affect the evalua-

tion of profile pairs which need to match closely in their ver-

tical wavelength (Ern et al., 2011). For average spectra the

overall effect is a negligible shift in the vertical wavelength

distribution. In the current work, calculations were averaged

for ascending and descending orbits because no significant

differences between two of them were found (not shown).

However, this depends on the particular observation geom-

etry of each instrument. For another instrument, these dif-

ferences might be significant and may have to be taken into

account. In addition, error caused by the instrument noise, as

discussed below in Appendix B, is negligible and therefore

is not considered in this observational filter.

The comprehensive observational filter is a powerful tool

for comparing GW modeling with observations. This can

be applied, as in our case, to the modeling of individ-

ual monochromatic waves by a single-wave GW model.

However, also numerical model data can be spatially and

spectrally decomposed. For instance, Preusse et al. (2014)

used monochromatic fits in small volumes for comparing

ECMWF data to observations. In their work, this observa-

tional filter was applied in order to increase the significance

of the observation. Our main interest is the meaningful com-

parison between global observations and global GW mod-

eling with uncertainties smaller than those uncertainties as-

sumed for global GW observations alone (Ern et al., 2004;

Geller et al., 2013). This shall result in improved understand-

ing of the distributions of GWs in the real world and, hope-

fully, in realistic representations of GWs in GCMs employed

for weather prediction and climate projection.

The example of the three parameter sets of convective

GWs may be taken as a first example how such constraints

of global GW modeling may work. In addition to GWMF it

is also possible to obtain estimates of the so-called “resid-

ual drag” from assimilated data (Alexander and Rosenlof,

2003; Pulido and Thuburn, 2006; Ern et al., 2014). Observed

GWMF and the drag exerted by GWs can be used together

to constrain e.g., a GW parameterization scheme. For in-

stance, it is believed that convective GWs are a main driver

of the QBO. There is an evidence that IR limb sounders see

roughly half of that GW driving (Ern et al., 2014). However,

since limb sounders see only 1 % of the GWMF from MF1

(i.e., limb sounders almost do not see them at all), MF1 may

thus contribute a maximum of 50 % to the QBO driving. If

one first obtains a good match to the waves visible, the con-

straints for MF1 become sharper. However, in order to infer

an upper limit to the GWMF from MF1 one has first to cal-

culate for each of the spectral components from MF1 to MF3

the drag they potentially exert and one has to solve the mo-

mentum balance in the QBO. Such a quantitative assessment

involving also ranges of uncertainties is far beyond the aim

of this technical paper, but the way forward is clear.

The MF1 peak and MF2 peak discussed in this study fol-

low a consistent concept of subgrid convection parameteri-

zation and subgrid GW parameterization. In the case of MF3

the spatial scale assumed for the convection may exceed the

scale of a model grid, while the assumption of the convection

parameterization is based on a subgrid process. Though this

is a conceptual inconsistency, we may still technically need

to parameterize such waves; because the dynamical feedback

between the convection parameterization and the GCM is too
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weak, they may not be excited in terms of resolved GWs

(Preusse et al., 2014).

This observational filter is also helpful for interpreting the

real observed spectra, since the horizontal and vertical struc-

tures of the original spectral distributions might be better pre-

dicted.
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Appendix A: Applicability to other types of instruments

In the main body of this paper, we have discussed the ob-

servational filter for GWMF from spaceborne observations

and focused on the case of instruments measuring optically

thin emissions in limb scanning geometry. The measurement

method determines the visibility filter as well as the obser-

vation geometry. Other kinds of instruments require different

observational filters. In this section we will describe whether

and how the general approach outlined here may be adapted

to other techniques. We will start this by reconsidering some

general limitations.

The direct inference of GWMF from wind perturbations

requires to measure instantaneously all three components of

the wind with an accuracy which cannot be reached from

space with any technique existing or under development. In-

stead, estimates of GWMF are based on the polarization re-

lations and require to determine the horizontal and vertical

wavelength in addition to the temperature amplitude (Ern

et al., 2004). In general, the phase of a gravity wave changes

both in space and time and, analyzing the wavelengths and

periods of a GW, this information must not be mixed (e.g.,

de la Torre and Alexander, 1995; de la Torre et al., 1999;

Eckermann et al., 2006). However, considering a snapshot,

we may focus on the spatial variations only and disregard

temporal evolutions. As shown by Alexander et al. (2010),

the shortest intrinsic periods visible to infrared limb sound-

ing are ∼ 1 h. Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites have a veloc-

ity of ∼ 8 km s−1; i.e., a typical GW wavelength of 500 km

or less is covered in less than 1 min. It is therefore safe to

assume measurements from one orbit-segment to be instan-

taneous. In contrast, the duration of an orbit is ∼ 1.5 h. Al-

though at the turning latitudes of the orbit, subsequent orbits

may be sufficiently close for considering the same GW event,

the phase of this wave likely has changed in the 1.5 h which

passed between these observations. For emission sounding

with a single instrument, it is therefore not promising to com-

bine the observations of subsequent orbits, nor is it promis-

ing to combine two instruments on different platforms. Of

course, insight can be gained in case studies by revisiting

the same region (e.g., Preusse et al., 2002; Eckermann et al.,

2006, 2007), but one should not combine the phase informa-

tion to infer wavelengths.

A1 Potential future limb imager

Gravity wave information has been retrieved from a num-

ber of infrared limb sounders, that is CRISTA (e.g., Preusse

et al., 2002; Ern et al., 2006), Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon

Spectrometer (CLAES) (Preusse and Ern, 2005), SABER

(Preusse et al., 2009a; Ern et al., 2011) and HIRDLS (e.g.,

Alexander et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010; Ern et al., 2011).

Only CRISTA uses multiple viewing directions, but the ob-

servation tracks are separated by 600 km and thus too far

apart for common analysis of the same GW events. In ad-

dition, all these instruments had to assume spherical sym-

metry for the retrieval, and they cannot observe wavelengths

which are shorter than the Nyquist wavelength of their sam-

pling. Thus, the complex visibility filter, the projection of the

wave to the measurement track and aliasing are inevitable for

these instruments. They could, however, be remedied, if an

instrument were designed for the purpose of measuring GWs

(Riese et al., 2005; Preusse et al., 2009b). Viewing back-

ward and sampling sufficiently frequently, 2-D tomographic

retrievals can be employed, which allow to reconstruct the

true amplitude in that part of the spectrum generally visi-

ble to limb sounders (Ungermann et al., 2010). This largely

simplifies the visibility filter and strongly reduces its effect.

Using 2-D imaging, also across-track information would be

achieved, which would allow for reconstruction of the 3-D

wave vector. Accordingly, the projection to the tangent-point

track becomes obsolete. Finally, oblique-profile effects are

removed in the retrieval.

A2 Microwave limb sounder

In contrast to infrared limb sounders, for the microwave limb

sounder (MLS) both on Upper Atmosphere Research Satel-

lite (UARS) (Wu and Waters, 1996a, b) and Earth Observ-

ing System (EOS)-Aura (Wu and Eckermann, 2008) satu-

rated radiances were utilized for GW studies. In this case the

radiance does not stem from the tangent point, but from a

part of the limb ray which is higher in altitude and closer

to the instrument. The altitude associated with these obser-

vations is determined by the wavelength of the microwave

radiation chosen for the analysis, and the sensitive volume

is oriented oblique in the atmosphere. Accordingly, this ge-

ometry is called sub-limb (Wu et al., 2006). Sub-limb ob-

servations have a strong bias of waves (intrinsically) prop-

agating towards the instrument (Jiang et al., 2004) and are

most sensitive for waves at the edge of the visibility range

of limb sounders (McLandress et al., 2000; Preusse et al.,

2008). Due to the lack of vertical wavelength information,

only in a single instance GWMF from MLS was published

(Jiang et al., 2006). For the comparison of modeled and mea-

sured radiance variances, the observational filter described

here may be adapted. The equations for the visibility filter

can be taken from McLandress et al. (2000). In the case of

MLS the large-scale structures of the atmosphere (e.g., plan-

etary waves) are removed by along-track high-pass filtering.

This is an essential part of the observational filter. For UARS

MLS, which views 90◦ to the flight direction, along-LOS

projection for the visibility filter and along-track projection

for the background removal need to be considered separately

(Jiang et al., 2004). For AURA-MLS which views forward,

both steps may be combined in one observational filter.
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A3 GPS-RO

So far we have considered techniques where measurements

were taken by a single instrument and the spatiotemporal col-

location was reached by considering subsequent measure-

ments on one orbit segment. In this case any given wave

can be viewed only by a very limited number of geometries,

i.e., ascending/descending orbit nodes and, in the case of

SABER, southward/northward looking viewing mode. The

situation is very different for radio occultations between

dedicated receiver satellites and transmitter satellites of the

global positioning system (GPS-RO). For the COSMIC mis-

sion this involved 12 transmitter satellites and 6 receiver

satellites resulting in ∼ 2000 GPS-RO profiles per day dis-

tributed quasi-randomly over the globe. Using maximum

miss distances and miss times such as 15◦ and 2 h, groups

of three profiles may be identified, from which to infer the

3-D wave vector (Wang and Alexander, 2010; Faber et al.,

2013). This results in triples with an average distance of

1000 km and a sufficient number of events to generate mean-

ingful seasonal-average maps. This different procedure has

a number of consequences for the observational filter. First,

the wave is viewed from different directions. This may not

only lead to different amplitude degradations for the indi-

vidual profiles, but also introduce different phase shifts in

each of the profiles of the triple (Belloul and Hauchecorne,

1997; Preusse et al., 2002). Second, in order to gain the

best estimate of the 3-D wave vector a complicated phase-

dewrapping is required (Faber et al., 2013). Because of these

two points, it is likely best to estimate observational filter

effects by performing the phase dewrapping for three given

profile locations from simulated phases, which are calcu-

lated by applying individual LOS projection and visibility

filtering including phase shifts. Finally, the general concept

needs to be changed. In the case of the emission sounders, for

each wave the latitude position determines how this wave is

viewed. In the case of GPS, a certain region may be viewed

by completely different combinations of viewing geometries.

That could, for instance, be solved by a stochastic approach.

A4 Nadir sounding

There is a number of studies utilizing nadir sounding of ther-

mal emissions in the infrared and microwave spectral region.

This technique has the advantage of resolving the horizon-

tal wave structure. However, GWMF was only deduced in

case studies, for example for the AIRS instrument (Alexan-

der and Teitelbaum, 2011). Nadir sounding satellites have,

in principle, a more simple geometry. The horizontal resolu-

tion depends mainly on the footprint size and sampling, the

vertical resolution is given by the radiative transfer. For the

outer track the geometry approaches sub-limb and the obser-

vational filter becomes more complicated (Eckermann et al.,

2007). The latter allows also for deducing directional propa-

gation preferences from AIRS radiances (Gong et al., 2012).

Finally, the actual observational filter may depend as much

on the analysis technique as on the instrument itself.

A5 Summary

To sum up, the observational filter described in the current

paper can be adapted to other measurement techniques. In

particular, for the potential future limb imager, the visibil-

ity filter will be more simple. Projection of the wave on the

measurement track, aliasing effect and oblique-profile effect

are not further needed. In the case of MLS, for radiance

variances, the observational filter can also be adapted using

equations from McLandress et al. (2000) for the visibility

filter, and considering the large-scale structure removal by

along-track high-pass filtering. However, much more effort is

needed to adapt the current observational filter to GPS-RO; in

contrast to emission measurements, the observations geome-

try varies with each individual sounding even for a given lat-

itude. True nadir sounding has a simpler observational filter

than infrared limb and can be treated accordingly. Finally, it

is important to mention that the infrared limb sounding tech-

nique can cover a large part of the GW spectrum. A com-

prehensive observational filter for this technique therefore is

essential for quantitatively confining resolved and parameter-

ized GWs in global models.

Appendix B: Background removal and noise

In this paper we have developed the observational filter for

infrared limb sounders. The observational filter was defined

in a deterministic way, and the different involved steps are

inevitable. For a given wave and a given instrument (includ-

ing orbit direction), all effects described here will apply only

in the way as they are described here. These effects do not

depend on the specific method used for the interpretation

of the data, for instance, which kind of spectral analysis is

used for the vertical profiles (e.g., whether to use MEM/HA,

Preusse et al., 2002; S-transform, Alexander et al., 2008, or

multi-component S-transform, Wright and Gille, 2013). This

independence of these effects works well in the case of in-

frared limb sounders, since the background removal does not

strongly affect the visible wavelengths and since the instru-

ment noise level is low. This separability is not given e.g.,

in the case of MLS, where the background removal signif-

icantly influences the visible wavelengths (cf. MLS in Ap-

pendix A). Of course background removal and noise still may

influence the measured GWMF distributions, but it is much

more straightforward to take them into account in the error

estimates of the measured distribution. We will discuss both

effects briefly in this section.

B1 Background removal

In the case of infrared limb sounders the background is usu-

ally removed by determining planetary waves up to wave
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number 6 and subtracting these waves from the individual

measurements. Though the basic approach is the same, dif-

ferent techniques have been applied including Kalman fil-

ter (Fetzer and Gille, 1994), Kalman filter and additional

split into ascending and descending orbits for tidal removal

(Preusse et al., 2001), S-transform (Alexander et al., 2008)

and spatiotemporal decomposition (Ern et al., 2011, 2013).

Though the wave number 6 is technically driven by the or-

bit geometry of LEOs, which allows for the determination of

planetary waves up to a maximum of 7 (Salby, 1982), it turns

out to be a rather good choice at least for the stratosphere

and mesosphere. The main contributions of planetary scale

waves in terms of variances are mainly contained in zonal

wave numbers up to 4 (e.g., Ern et al., 2008; Ern and Preusse,

2009). This means that planetary waves can be completely

removed. Gravity waves have much shorter wavelengths than

zonal wave number 6 and are therefore not removed. The lat-

ter was shown, for instance, by Preusse et al. (2006) who find

that the horizontal wavelength distribution of measured GWs

follows largely a fixed ratio between intrinsic frequency of

GWs and Coriolis parameter ω̂/f than following the wave

number limit which would have been implied by the back-

ground removal. Though the background removal thus does

not influence the observational filter, the determination of the

planetary scale waves is an error source. If these waves are

not captured in full, GW variance will be overestimated, if

part of the GW structure is erroneously projected into plane-

tary scale waves, GW variance will be underestimated.

B2 Noise

The noise level of infrared limb sounders is typically a frac-

tion of 1 K in the stratosphere and typically 1 K in the upper

mesosphere. Noise levels for HIRDLS and SABER as well

as the references where to find them are given in Ern et al.

(2014). This compares to typical GW amplitudes of a few K

in the stratosphere and more than 10 K in the upper meso-

sphere. Noise for the leading spectral components employed

for GWMF estimation is further reduced by using a number

of points in the spectral analysis of the vertical profiles. In re-

gions of prominent sources and favorable propagation condi-

tions, the influence of noise is hence at least an order of mag-

nitude below the typical size of GW variance and GWMF.

The case may be different in the summer high-latitude lower

stratosphere where the wind reversal between tropospheric

westerlies and stratospheric easterlies largely prevents GWs

from entering the stratosphere (cf. e.g., Kalisch et al., 2014,

and references therein). In this region, noise may indeed have

a larger influence on the determined level of GWMF and this

region could be used for a check of the noise-induced back-

ground level of GW variance and GWMF.

For the technique applied in our own research, one may

perform kind of a plausibility check. For the evaluation of

GWMF we use only the major spectral component. In re-

gions where GWs are prominent, the influence of noise on

this component is marginal (see paragraph above). We now

can compare the total variance determined directly from the

temperature residuals after background removal (P1), the to-

tal variance of GWs from the major spectral component as

analyzed for single profiles (P2), and the total variance of

GWs from profile pairs where the vertical wavelength of the

two single profiles reasonably well agree (P3). Since the ver-

tical wavelength agrees in profile pairs, one may argue that

one chiefly has captured true GW events, whereas in the sin-

gle profiles there could be a higher fraction of results domi-

nated by noise. However, the variance values for single pro-

files (P2) and profile pairs (P3) agree very well (Ern et al.,

2014; Geller et al., 2013). This is a plausibility check that

after the spectral analysis, the contribution of noise is low.

On the other hand the major spectral component captures

about 70 % of the initial variance (Ern et al., 2014). This

means that we likely have also captured the main part of the

GWMF. Since at a certain location likely more than one GW

is found quite frequently, also the remaining part of the vari-

ance is probably dominated by GWs. This, in turn, indicates

that even in the direct variance estimate, the contribution of

noise is quite small.

The observational filter of infrared limb sounders as de-

scribed here is deterministic and independent of the individ-

ual evaluation method. The removal of the background and

instrument noise will cause different GWMF errors depend-

ing on the chosen method. Noise and background removal

therefore rather belong to the error of the distribution than

to the application of the observational filter and may be es-

timated e.g., by simulated data in a Monte Carlo simulation.

This is, however, not the topic of the current paper.

Appendix C: Dependences of β and γ on latitude

Figure C1 shows variations of β and γ against latitude.

In particular, Fig. C1a and b present the variances for

the northward-viewing mode and Fig. C1c and d for the

southward-viewing mode of SABER. For HIRDLS, the de-

pendences of β and γ on latitude are shown in Fig. C1e and f.

For all panels in this figure, ascending orbit is presented in

the left column and descending orbit is in the right column.
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Figure C1. Dependences of β and γ on latitude for different orbit directions of (a–d) SABER and (e, f) HIRDLS. For details, see text.
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